Deep neural networks (DNNs) can outperform human brains in specific tasks, but due to their lack of transparency in decision-making processes, it remains uncertain whether we can completely rely on DNNs when it comes to high-risk problems requiring rigorous decisions. As DNNs' operations rely on a massive number of linear/nonlinear computations in both parallel and sequential, it is impossible to distinguish every factor influencing their decision. Further, DNNs cannot be empirically tested in every potential condition. Therefore, we should consider the possibility that DNNs' decisions can be corrupted by unexpected factors; for instance, adversarial attacks can deceive DNNs quite effectively. Before DNNs are deployed to solve high-stakes problems, such vulnerability must be overcome. In our study, we propose an algorithm to provide better insights into DNNs' decision-making processes. Our experiments suggest that this algorithm can effectively trace DNNs' decision processes on a layer-by-layer basis and be used to detect adversarial attacks.
Introduction
There is no doubt that remarkable successes [9] in deep learning (DL) has led us to believe that agents trained by DL, deep neural networks (DNNs) could replace humans in difficult and/or sometimes life threatening situations. However, DNNs depend on a huge number of both linear and nonlinear operations, making their decisions incomprehensible to us [16, 13, 6, 1] , and we often refer to DNNs as black box systems due to this inexplicability. We have seen the effectiveness of DNNs in a very complicated board game 'Go' against Sedol Lee, but the reasons behind AlphaGo's decisions remain in the dark and baffled many professional human Go players.
Adopting the current DNNs/DL in some tasks may be acceptable, but blindly trusting DNNs' decisions may be perilous in high-stakes decisions [22] . For instance, we could build a cancer diagnosis system to help patients or future patients, but a reliable diagnosis must reveal underlying factors, with which its precision can be evaluated. However, current DNNs cannot explain their decisions, and this lack of transparency should not be ignored. In principle, we need an estimator to approximate DNNs' operations to fully understand their decision-making processes, but given the complexity of DNNs, building a reliable estimator is extremely challenging.
To gain insights into DNNs' operating principles, a line of studies analyzed properties of hidden neurons which represent intermediate stages of DNNs' decisions. First, feature visu-alization was proposed to gain insight into response characteristics of hidden neurons [18, 3] . Specifically, this approach allows users to identify optimal visual features that can stimulate target hidden neurons. With such optimal visual features, we can better understand how DNNs are trained; see also [5, 23] . Second, the features of hidden layers were studied to better understand DNNs' operations [2, 17, 14] . Layer-specific features were analyzed with clustering algorithms and linear classifier. For instance, Allain and Bengio [2] tested linearseparability of the features in hidden layers and found that linear separability increases monotonically, as the selected layer is closer to the last layer. Third, a set of single neurons' responses evoked by multiple examples were used as feature vectors, which are different from those evoked by the same input. Raghu et al. [21] used them to study how well the hidden layers were correlated with ground truth (i.e., the labels of inputs).
In line with these earlier studies, we sought an algorithm that can explain DNNs' answers from hidden layer activity patterns (HAPs). By 'explain', we mean that the algorithm should allow us to predict DNNs' answers/decisions from HAPs on unseen examples (i.e., test examples); it should be noted that we aim to predict DNN's answers/decisions rather than the true labels of input patterns. To this end, we assumed 1) that HAPs' meanings are all relative, and their meanings become apparent only when they are compared with one another and 2) that HAPs evoked by the same-class inputs are clustered together; importantly, the number of HAPs clusters does not have to be equal to the number of classes. That is, we need effective methods to estimate similarities among HAPs. In doing so, we turn to our earlier short-term memory systems [11] that can calculate cosine similarities between present input patterns and stored patterns. They also store input patterns using synaptic weights, when an input pattern is substantially different (i.e., novel) from the stored patterns. Our empirical evaluations showed that the short-term memory systems can catalog HAPs and be used to predict DNNs' answers on test examples. We further found that the short-term memory systems can effectively detect the presence of adversarial attacks.
Network structures and operations
Our short-term memory system [11] stores novel input patterns (i.e., substantially different from stored input patterns), and its outputs reflect cosine similarities between a present input and stored inputs. If HAPs, evoked by the same class input patterns, are well clustered together, the stored input patterns in the memory systems can approximate distributions of input patterns (i.e., HAPs). That is, the stored HAPs can serve as reference points for HAPs' clusters. With this possibility in mind, we use the short-term memory systems, which will be referred to as 'library networks' hereafter, to inspect the diversity of HAPs and study their links to DNNs' decisions.
Generating libraries of activity patterns in hidden layers
As shown in Fig. 1 , a library network has a single synaptic weight layer and accepts normalized HAPs (Eq. 1) as inputs.
, where h k i represents a synaptic input to output node i of library networks evoked by the input pattern k.
It performs two tasks mainly [12] . First, it estimates activations for inputs and finds maximal activations. When maximal activations are below the predefined threshold value (θ), the inputs are labeled as novel. Second, it stores novel inputs by adding output nodes and imprinting inputs to synaptic weights targeting newly added nodes (Eq. 1); that is, a newly added node effectively 'stores' a present input pattern. As output neurons are continuously added, its size is determined by characteristics of HAPs and the threshold value; naturally, the higher the chosen threshold value is, the bigger the constructed library networks are.
In the experiments, we construct library networks for multiple hidden layers while intro- examples, they can estimate cosine similarities between a present HAP and stored ones. If a previously stored HAP is presented again to a library network, the activation of output node, added when it was presented, will be 1, but all other activations are smaller than 1.
Functional connections between library networks and decisions
The motivation of using library networks can be easily explained with an extreme case, in which HAPs clusters are well separated. Suppose that HAPs in the same cluster are extremely similar to each other but significantly different from those in different clusters. Naturally we can assume 1) that the size of library network (i.e., the number of output nodes) is the same as the number of HAPs' clusters and 2) each output node stores a single example from each cluster. With these well separated HAPs' clusters, activating the output nodes can clearly determine to which cluster the present HAP belongs. In DNNs, such an extreme case may not hold, but we assume that training can force HAPs to cluster together depending on input patterns and that library networks can still predict DNNs' answers. Conversely, we can use these (hypothetical) functional links between library networks and DNNs' answers to evaluate how well the hidden layers are trained to find the correct answers.
To address this possibility of functional links and their utilities, DNNs' answers are first transformed into binary vectors and introduced into prediction nodes (Fig. 1 ), and we establish correlations between library networks' output nodes and prediction nodes using the Hebbian-rule (Eq. 2):
, where W F mn denote the functional connections from library network node n to prediction node m. During the construction of these functional links, the inputs to prediction nodes corresponding to the DNNs' answers are 1, all other inputs are -1. It should be noted that output nodes of the library networks have nonlinear kernels (Eq. 2) to make their activations sparse, rendering sharper correlations. The training examples are used to establish the functional connections between library networks and DNNs' answers ( Fig. 1 ). With these functional connections, we test the library networks' ability to predict DNNs' decisions on unseen (training) examples by estimating the forward inputs to prediction nodes and using three or eight maximally activated output nodes of library networks (Eq. 3)
, ...); argmax(V ) represents indices of vector V components sorted in descending order.
Results

Empirical evaluations of utilities of library networks
In this study, we test the utilities of library networks using two DNNs, 1) a convolutional network (CNN) trained with MNIST dataset [10] and 2) a ResNet trained with CIFAR10 dataset [8] . MNIST includes 60,000 training examples and 10,000 test images of handwritten digits (0-9). Each image consists of 28-by-28 8-bit gray pixels. CIFAR-10 is the collection of 10 classes of items ranging from animals to man-made devices. Each class has 500 training and 100 test examples, each of which is a 32-by-32 color image.
Both CNN and ResNet are implemented using 'Pytorch', the open-source python machine learning libraries [19] . CNN used here is an implementation of a variation of LeNet-5 [10] consisting of 2 convolutional (CN) layers and 2 fully-connected (FC) layers. We adopted the official implementation of 'pytorch' [20] and trained it with default parameters in the official example. For ResNet, we adopt pre-trained networks and implementation of ResNet44 available in the public github repository [7] ; ResNet44 will be referred to as ResNet. Using these datasets and networks, we test the predictive power of the library networks constructed for CNN and ResNet. All codes used in this study are freely available in the public github repository [12] without restriction.
Studying CNN through library networks
As the size of the library networks reflects the homogeneity of HAPs, we first measure the sizes of 4 library networks for CN1, CN2, FC1 and FC2 layers in the CNN, depending on threshold values (θ). When the same threshold value is used, the library networks of the earlier hidden layers are bigger than those of the later layers ( Fig. 2A) ; for instance, the library network for FC1 is bigger than the others when the threshold value is chosen for all layers). That is, HAPs in the earlier layers are more heterogeneous, suggesting that the input vectors are transformed into homogenous ones (possibly, homogenous clusters), as information propagates through CNN.
Next, using the Hebbian rule (Eq. 2), we build functional connections (i.e., correlations) between 4 library networks and CNN's answers. Once the functional connections are established, we test how well the library networks can predict DNNs' answers/decisions (Eq. 3 and Section 2.2). Fig. 2B shows the prediction accuracies from all 4 library networks for CN1, CN2, FC1 and FC2 depending on θ. As shown in the figure, the library networks can reliably predict CNN's answers on test examples, especially when the higher threshold values are chosen. We further test the predictive power of library networks by allowing them to provide three best answers. If CNN's decision coincides with one of the three best answers proposed by the library networks, we count it as a correct answer. As shown in Fig.  2C , the library networks exhibit dramatically enhanced predictive power. We note that the predictive power of the library networks for later layers are higher than those for the earlier layers when high θ is selected. This is consistent with the notion that input vectors are transformed progressively to networks' decisions through layers (see Alain and Bengio [2] , for instance). As the library networks appear to represent information regarding CNN's decisions, we further track the changes in predictions from one layer to another by establishing the confusion index (CI) between two digits using each library network's predictions. CI (d 1 , d 2 ) is the summation of the activations' products corresponding to two digits, d 1 and d 2 (Eq. 4).
We use trials (i.e., forward passes) to estimate CI, in which the best answers of the library networks correctly predict (i.e., recognize) the digits (denoted by d 1 ) presented to CNN. As such, CI can estimate the probability of the library networks' misidentifying the input belonging to d 1 as d 2 on average. As CI(d 1 , d 1 ) is always 1, we do not report them below. Figure 3 A-C shows the confusion matrices whose components are CIs, when θ = 0.65. We do not display CI for FC2 because they are extremely low. The row represents d 1 (correct answer), and the column, d 2 , respectively. As shown in the figure, digit 9 confuses CN1 layer (i.e., the first CN). Interestingly, CN2 also shows relatively high CI values when digit 9 is presented (i.e., d 1 = 9). These confusions are alleviated in FC1 layer. To examine if this trend is a consequence of low θ, we increased θ = 0.75 and found the equivalent results ( Fig.  3 D-F) . The high CI values in response to digit 9 (d 1 = 9) can be explained by that digit 9 has multiple visual features similar to those in other digits. Thus, CN layers, which rely on limited spatial filter, may have difficulty in differentiating 9 from others. FC layers, fully connected to previous layers, can use global features (e.g., locations of features) to precisely recognize digits. We also note that CI (4, 9) is high in all layers. The prominent features of '4' and '9' look a like, and even these features are in similar locations. These suggest that CN layers are optimized to identify local features, while FC layers are optimized to utilize the (relative) locations of features detected by CN layers. Thus, we propose that the library Table 1 . (B), The fraction of correct predictions of library networks using single best answers. (C), The same as (B), but the three best answers are used for predictions.
Studying ResNet through library networks
We further test the library networks' utilities via ResNet trained with CIFAR 10 dataset. Specifically, we use the pretrained ResNet44 network that was obtained from the github repository [7] . Although there are 44 layers in the ResNet, it is organized with 5 functional blocks. The three blocks, composite layers (CL) 1, 2 and 3, include multiple layers, and the rest (CN1 and FC) include single layers. The library networks are constructed to inspect the 5 blocks instead of all hidden layers, and we repeat the same experiment. In the ResNet, we use 8 highest output activations of the library networks to predict their answers (Eq. 3).
We note that HAPs in the ResNet are heterogenous and that widely different θ are necessary to describe them properly. Specifically, we use 8 values of θ for CN1, CL1-3 and FC, respectively; see Table 1 for actual values. Figure 4 shows the accuracies of 5 library networks' predictions depending on the 8 values of θ. Although the accuracies are lower than those of MNIST case (Fig. 2) , the library networks can still reliably predict the ResNet's decisions on test examples (Fig. 4B and C) , which indicates that even HAPs in the ResNet are forced to cluster during training. We also note that HAPs in CL1 (e.g., the first composite layer) are more homogenous than those in any other blocks/layers in the ResNet (Fig. 4A) , which is distinct from the gradual increase in HAPs' homogeneity in the CNN ( Fig. 2A) . This suggests that the main function of CL1 is to transform feature vectors of the CN1 into homogenous vectors and that the function of subsequent blocks/layers is to find optimal ways to map these highly homogenous vectors (from CL1) into proper clusters to reflect the classes of input patterns.
Adversarial attacks reduce consistency among library networks' predictions
The results above indicate that the library networks can predict DNNs' answers and that multiple library networks provide multiple predictions. In our experiments, we note that the library networks' predictions are largely consistent with each other and thus assume that consistency among predictions of library networks (CPL, hereafter) is the result of training DNNs; if DNNs are well trained, all parts of the networks are consistent with one another. This leads us to speculate that CPL could decrease when input vectors are drawn out of the trained-domain. We address this hypothesis by introducing adversarial inputs and measuring CPL using the correlations between prediction node outputs of library networks (Eq. 5).
, where P k i represents the vector of prediction outputs from ith library network in response to kth input patterns, and N is the number of possible pairs of layers. By the definition, we can get a single CPL value for an input pattern.
In our study, we use the routine 'LinfPGDAttack' included in the advertorch [4] , which implements the projected gradient descent attack [15] , to generate 200 adversarial images from MNIST and CIFAR 10 datasets, respectively. We fix the iteration number at 40 and step size at 0.01, while we test multiple perturbation sizes ǫ. CPLs are estimated according to Eq. 5 for 200 normal and adversarial images. To evaluate CPLs' dependence on the threshold value of each layer, we test 7 sets of threshold values (see Table 1 ). Fig. 5A shows the distributions of CPL calculated with set 1. As shown in the figure, CPLs are distinct and well separated between normal and adversarial images of MNIST dataset. To quantify how well they can be separated by an ideal observer, we calculated the area of the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC); see [24] for details. Fig. 5B shows the changes in AUROC depending on the degree of adversarial attacks (ǫ). The color codes represent the selected set of threshold values. We also test CPLs of ResNet between normal and adversarial inputs. As shown in Fig. 5C , the AROC values can be higher than 0.8. Based on the results, we propose that CPL can be used to detect adversarial attacks or more broadly out-of-training examples.
Discussion
To probe DNNs' decision-making processes, we studied the functional links between HAPs and DNN's decisions using library networks. Our empirical evaluations show that the library networks can be used to predict DNNs' answers on test examples. This suggests 1) that HAPs are clustered during training and 2) that studying the functional clusters can shed Table 1 for the actual values. (C), The same as (B), but AUROC calculated from the ResNet. light on DNNs' internal processes. While in line with the earlier studies focusing on the properties of hidden neurons to explore DNNs' operating principles, our study differs in that 1) it emphasizes the importance of similarities among HAPs in explaining DNNs' decisions, 2) it proposes the library networks that can efficiently estimate similarities among HAPs to analyze DNNs' decision-making processes and 3) it proposes potential links between CPL (consistency of predictions of library networks) and the adversarial attacks. Below we discuss the implications of our study in more detail.
Transparency of decision-making via a flowchart of decision-making
Library networks allow us to inspect how well the hidden layer activity is correlated with DNNs' answers. While these correlations may not fully explain DNNs' operations, they do allow us to look into their decision-making processes. As the confusion matrices can be used to infer functions of individual hidden layers, using it from the CNN experiments, we can speculate that 1) CN1 is trained to detect visual features necessary, 2) CN2 is trained to make the features more easily detectable), and 3) FC1 and 2 are trained to find ideal ways to utilize global features like features' locations to make decisions. With the hidden layers' potential functions, we can make an effective flowchart explaining DNNs' decision processes.
Further, we note that it is possible to use the library networks to estimate the performance of individual layers and then selectively improve the underperforming layer. If the library networks suggest that the two classes cannot be clearly separated from each other in one of the CN layers (or a hypothetical functional block of DNNs assigned to feature-detection), we can conclude that more filters are needed for the CN layer (or blocks) and provide additional filters to improve the layer's resolution power. We could train the added filters while keeping the old filters intact. Alternatively, if the library networks suggest that FC layers perform the desired tasks poorly, we can retrain FC layers with CN layers intact or add more FC layers to the networks to enhance DNNs' performance.
Detecting out-of-training tasks/examples
DNNs can work properly only when the test inputs and training examples are drawn from the same domain. For instance, DNNs trained with MNIST dataset cannot properly recognize alphabet letters. However, even when DNNs receive the inputs drawn from other domains, DNNs would report their best answers without knowing or caring about the origins of the inputs. For instance, once DNNs are trained with MNIST, they will always report one of the digits as the best answer even in response to alphabet letters. These indiscriminate answers to 'out-of-training' examples may result in critical errors under particular circumstances. Thus, DNNs need automatic systems to detect out-of-training examples to prevent catastrophic failures. We note that adversarially manipulated inputs can be considered as out-of-training examples. Noting that CPL is reduced when adversarially manipulated inputs are introduced, we propose that the library networks and CPL can be used to determine if the inputs belong to the proper domains for inputs; when CPL values are too low, we should seek a second opinion (i.e., alternative DNN or humans' opinions) or retrain the networks.
Future directions
In this study, we maintain the structure of the library networks and learning algorithms for functional connections as simple as possible . Instead of refining them, we focused on addressing the potential functional links between hidden layer activity patterns and DNNs' decisions. In the future, we will extend the structure to handle more complicated tasks. More specifically, we will test the capability of the library networks which take a subset of hidden neurons (chosen sparsely and randomly). This 'sparse' sampling can reduce the dimension of the library networks, which may be necessary for a large-scale dataset or networks, and we will study the predictive powers of the sparse sampling library networks. 
